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Joshua Liner Gallery is pleased to present Timeless, an exhibition of new collage works by the New York artist
Greg Lamarche. This is Lamarche’s debut solo show with the gallery.
Working in hand-cut paper, Lamarche’s collages draw from a vast archive of found materials, commercially printed
papers, and vintage printed matter. Through an interplay of abstracted graffiti language and commercial design,
Lamarche enlists a profusion of graphic styles and bold colors to explore rhythmic repetition, multiple perspectives, and
the suggestion of sound and movement. The artist applies a similar visual approach in mural-size wall paintings and
large-scale environments installed in recent years.
For Timeless, Lamarche brings together a collection of medium-sized collages, assemblage, and paintings. Each is an
exploration of letterforms inspired by graphic design, graffiti, commercial lettering, and art-deco fonts. The works range
from the carefully planned and ultra graphic to the completely free-form “design by chance.” Although each artwork
has a unique look, the group relates through the consistent use of found and vintage papers. By using materials from
the past in a contemporary moment, ordinary notions of linear time are subverted. Lamarche’s works exist in a cultural
context all their own.
In the collage Unfettered, for example, a colorful barrage of wildly varying letters rolls across the middle third of a white
expanse, gathering momentum just as an avalanche collects mass.Timeless, on the other hand, is a very precise
collage on white in which cut-paper forms compose what appear like drafting or carpentry tools, which in turn are
arranged to spell out the work’s title. Untitled (remnant series) is more free-form, as abstracted cutout fragments in black
form filigreed silhouettes in an all-over composition of black and tan.
In all of his work, Lamarche engages a general familiarity with commercial typography and design as well as elements
of graffiti, which by now are ubiquitous within the social and built landscapes of most cities. (As a young teen, the artist
cut his creative teeth writing graffiti in the streets and subways of New York.) Variously recombined and deployed, these
familiar references speak to viewers across generations, social strata, and global origin. Furthermore, Lamarche’s canny
mixtures of form, color, and arrangement break down the now-staid divisions between fine art, graphic art, and
architecture.
Born in 1969 in Queens, Greg Lamarche received a BFA from Franklin Pierce University and currently lives and works
in New York City. Selected solo exhibitions include Cut Corners, a special PULSE Contemporary Art Fair Project with
Joshua Liner Gallery at PULSE Los Angeles 2011; Cut to the Chase, Show & Tell Gallery, Toronto, ON (2010); Things
I Picked up Along the Way, White Walls Gallery, San Francisco (2008); and Second Nature, Riviera Gallery, Brooklyn
(2005). Selected group exhibitions include New Wall Works, Maryland Art Place (MAP), Baltimore; Summer Group
Exhibition, Joshua Liner Gallery, New York; and Cutters, West Cork Arts Centre, Cork, Ireland (all 2011); Fragments
1915-2011: Modern and Contemporary Collage, ACA Galleries, New York, NY (2009); Graffiti: Spirit of an Age, Longwood
Art Gallery, Hostos College, Bronx, NY (2008); and The Dreamland Artist Club, Creative Time/Coney Island, Brooklyn
(2004).
Joshua Liner Gallery, located in New York City’s Chelsea Arts district, presents an exciting roster of established and
emerging artists from North and South America, Asia, and Europe.
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1. Unfettered, 2012 Hand cut paper collage 15 x 20 in.
2. Untitled (Remnant), 2012 Hand cut paper collage 20 x 30 in.
3. Timeless, 2012 Hand cut paper collage 16 x 30 in.
4. City to City, 2012 Paper collage on masonite 30 x 24 in.

